
Paf developed Spanish celebrity game
Åland-based gaming company Paf has launched a game exclusively for Spain. Inspired by the
well-known Spanish cartoon character, Enjuto Mojamuto, the game has been developed and
designed by the Paf Games Studio team.
 

Paf launched the Enjuto Mojamuto game on their Spanish website (Paf.es) in the spring of 2019. The game was developed exclusively for
the Spanish market and is based on the well-known Spanish cartoon character, Enjuto Mojamuto. The game was developed by the Paf
Games Studio team, from offices based in Helsinki and Mariehamn.

“At Paf, we work hard to offer exclusive, market-specific content. Paf Games Studio, an internal division of Paf, has created unique
games, including Sällskapsresan with Lasse Åberg, Schlagerslotten with Lasse Holm and now Enjuto Mojamuto for the Spanish market,”
says Goran Ristic Chief Marketing Officer at Paf.

Paf's Marketing Manager in Spain, Cristina Sebastián, is very pleased with the new game.

“The game is a natural next step in Paf's strategy for the Spanish market. Paf Games Studio has enjoyed a stimulating collaboration with
renowned Spanish comedian Joaquin Reyes throughout the design process for our first exclusive game for the Spanish market,” says
Cristina Sebastián.

Respect for the original
Spanish actor and comedian Joaquin Reyes is the creator of the character Enjuto Mojamuto.

“I was surprised when I heard from Paf and I am happy we have developed the game. Paf Games Studio has an excellent development
team that has shown great respect for my characters. They always asked for my opinion at every step of the development process,” says
Joaquin Reyes.

Joaquin Reyes agreed to the collaboration after researching the company.

“I was not familiar with Paf, so I did a little research myself and found out that Paf is a different kind of gaming company. Paf’s hallmark is
promoting responsibility in gaming and its entire profit goes to community projects,” says Joaquin Reyes.

“This game is intended to be fun and make you laugh, but always make sure that you play responsibly. And if you happen to win money,
even better!” Joaquin Reyes adds.
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About us

Paf is a Nordic gaming company founded on Åland in 1966 to generate profit for the benefit of society. We were one of the very
first gaming companies to go online in 1999. Many of our games are exclusive to Paf and developed by our in-house Games
Studio. We are an award-winning industry leader in responsible gaming. Our physical gaming operations include over 30 cruise
ships criss-crossing the Baltic and North Seas.

Paf has roughly 400 employees representing over 30 nationalities. Our offices are located on Åland, in Helsinki, Stockholm, Riga,
Tallinn, Oslo, Norrköping and Madrid. Paf (Ålands Penningautomatförening) is licensed and controlled by the Government of
Åland.

In 2018, the Paf Group had a total turnover of 111,8 million euros and a profit of 24.6 million euros. More information at
aboutpaf.com


